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diseases, such as ischemic heart disease and cerebrovascular 
disease as a major cause of death and disability by the year 
2020 AD.[2] The outlook in trauma neurosurgery in most centers 
world‑wide has not made significant progress in the past 
several decades. The most significant step in this direction 
has been the introduction of decompressive hemicraniectomy 
and supportive management in an intensive care unit with 
intracranial pressure monitoring.

The poor results in trauma may be attributed partly to poor 
prognosis of the disease related to its severity as well as practical 
circumstances surrounding the scenario such as inexperienced 
surgeons or peri and intraoperative care facilities in different 
centers. In addition, trauma neurosurgery has been mostly 
looked upon as an extension of the general trauma team and 
therefore less appealing to aspiring neurosurgeons who aim to 

Introduction

Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is a major public health concern 
world‑wide with no significant change in its epidemiology over 
the last 30 years.[1] The burden of death or disability from TBI 
has been increasing world‑wide. According to the World Health 
Organization report, TBI is expected to surpass many other 
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be trained in the skull base, vascular or spinal surgical specialties. 
Furthermore, interventions for traumatic intracranial lesions 
and or raised intracranial pressure have been fairly standard, 
e.g., medical management of raised intracranial pressure or 
ventricular catheterization, decompressive craniectomy (DHC), 
surgical evacuation of hematoma etc.[3]

Depending on surgical indication in a given case scenario, it is 
imperative that patients be managed with optimal care. However, 
the research and improvement of surgical technique in trauma 
has remained to be almost non‑existent while non‑surgical ways 
of treating TBI is fast gaining popularity. Research in conservative 
management of TBI with therapeutic options for neuroprotection 
has been rigorously pursued over the last 40 years.[4]

It is important that an appropriate surgical algorithm and 
technique be applied to the management of TBI, where 
indicated, for better patient outcome. Therefore in the current 
study, a novel technique, which incorporates the discipline 
of skull base and microvascular approach of opening the 
sub‑arachnoid cisterns, has been described. Furthermore, it 
has been recommended that the technique can be reproduced 
in any well‑equipped tertiary care center where the on‑duty 
neurosurgery consultant is adequately trained and is 
cognizant of the pathophysiology of trauma neurosurgery 
and its approach to management. It is note‑worthy that the 
microvascular approach described in this study has been 
similar to previously well‑described cases of aneurysmal 
sub‑arachnoid hemorrhage and related surgical procedures.

Materials and Methods

The study was started in 2007. This was conducted in a stepwise 
manner since the surgeon modified the existing treatment for 
severe head injury with the addition of cisternostomy first 
and after analyzing the results, cisternostomy was used as a 
substitute for decompressive hemicraniectomy.

Indications for cisternostomy are the same as that for 
decompressive hemicraniectomy. However, in the authors’ 
experience of more than 1000 cases, in the following instances, 
adding cisternostomy to the definitive procedure has been 
found to decrease the morbidity and mortality.
•	 Cute	 subdural	hematomas	 (SDH)	with	mass	 effect	 and	

midline shift more than 1 cm, even if they present as 
mild or moderate head injuries

•	 Multiple	contusions	in	combination	with	SDH	and	mass	
effect

•	 Pediatric	brain	injuries	with	severe	brain	swelling.

This study was conducted by a single surgeon in three centers. 
The study was done in a stepwise manner, wherein DHC was 
done initially, then cisternostomy was added to DHC and then 
DHC was replaced by cisternostomy after seeing that the brain 
was lax and it remained so after cisternostomy.

Results [Graphs 1-5]

Number of patients in each subgroup
A total of 284 patients underwent decompressive 
hemicraniectomy, 272 of them underwent decompressive 
hemicraniectomy with cisternostomy and 476 of them 
underwent cisternostomy alone.

Presenting Glasgow Coma Scale of the patients 
in cisternostomy group
Among the cisternostomy group, 52 patients had mild 
head injury, 206 patients had moderate head injuries and 
218 patients had severe head injury.

Mortality
For severe head injuries, the mortality for cisternostomy was 
15.6%, for DHC was 34.8% and for DHC with cisternostomy 
it was 26.4%.

Days on ventilator
The mean days on the ventilator for the three groups were 
2.4, 3.2 and 6.3 respectively for cisternostomy, decompressive 
hemicraniectomy with cisternostomy and decompressive 
hemicraniectomy.

Mean GOS at 6 weeks
Mean	GOS	 at	 6	weeks	 for	DHC	 arm	was	 2.8,	 for	DHC	 and	
cisternostomy arm it was 3.7 and for cisternostomy alone 
arm it was 3.9.

Discussion

Trauma and acute subarachnoid hemorrhage looks similar 
in more than one way is an observation, which most of the 
neurosurgeons will agree to. This led us to think that opening 
cisterns as in aneurysm surgery gets the brain to be lax in 
trauma as well. Cutting the tent to reach cisterns in trauma 
was practiced and still in practice.[5‑7]

In severe traumatic head injuries, many modalities have 
been tried out; surgical steps such as tentoriotomy, 
decompressive hemicraniectomy along with uncusectomy 
and	 intracranial 	 pressure	 ( ICP) 	 targeted	 therapy,	
cerebrospinal	 fluid	 (CSF)	 drainage	 procedures	 and	 even	
ongoing researches on medical management of severe 
head injuries.[8‑14]

Cisternostomy was also carried out in the mild head injury as 
a	prophylactic	measure	in	patients	with	acute	SDH	associated	
with	mass	effect	and	midline	shift.	Studies	have	shown	that	
prophylactic craniectomy for TBI favors lower therapeutic 
intensity scores and shorter intensive care unit days. Early 
craniectomy may provide a survival benefit and does not 
increase	 surgical	 complications.	 Prophylactic	DHC	may	 be	
considered as up‑front treatment for TBI in very few selected 
cases.
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The protocol was started off with a standard modality of 
treatment, which was decompressive hemicraniectomy and 
then the cisternostomy was added to it, after which only 
cisternostomy was practiced. This was in agreement with the fact 

Figure 1: Virchow Robin spaces type 2 and 3

Figure 3: Cerebrospinal fluid migration in trauma

that patients who underwent decompressive hemicraniectomy 
for TBI achieved good long‑term outcome although they 
experienced significant difficulties in health status.[15]

We wanted to avoid the morbidities associated with removal 
of the bone flap in decompressive hemicraniectomy and also 
the need of doing cranioplasty later on. After cisternostomy, 
brain was quite lax and we were confident of putting the bone 
flap back without further complications. The argument for 
later brain swelling prompted us to keep a careful watch for 
any swelling, but this did not happen. First the temporal part 
of the bone flap was totally removed and the bone flap, was 
kept floating and then over a period of time, we started fixing 
the bone flap.

Mechanism
Our hypothesis works probably on the role of Virchow Robin (VR) 
spaces [Figures 1 and 2] whose presence has already been 
highlighted.[16,17] Iliff et al. have documented in the experimental 
study	a	paravascular	pathway	that	facilitates	CSF	flow	through	
the brain parenchyma and the clearance of interstitial solutes, 

Figure 2: Virchow Robin spaces type 1

Figure 4: The role of decompressive craniectomy

Figure 5: Cisternostomy causing the reverse shift of cerebrospinal fluid
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coagulation is almost never used and hemostasis is done with 
the help of oxidized cellulose and continuous irrigation.

There have been questions regarding the feasibility of subfrontal 
retraction in the setting of severe trauma. This is a highly 
controversial topic and we do agree that once ischemic changes 
have set in, it is difficult to contain the brain swelling even with 
cisternostomy. However, a basal approach and using the “2 min 
window” one gets after removing the subdural hematoma from 
the base (which is present in most of the cases) does help to 
get into the interoptic cisterns. Once that cistern is opened, the 
brain swelling comes down in dramatic fashion [Figures 6‑8]. 
Furthermore, it is to be noted that the pediatric brain may not 
be compliant and a sliver of basifrontal lobe may need to be 
removed in a subpial fashion, at times to reach the cisterns. 
However, after cisternostomy the brain become lax in most 
instances. Mortality, morbidity, ventilator stay was significantly 
reduced. Its major disadvantages are a steep learning curve 
and need for operating microscope (especially for opening 
the membrane of Lilliquist). There is also predisposition for the 
formation of pseudomeningocele as we leave the dura open 

which they named glymphatic pathway.[18] In trauma, we 
believe	that	the	cerebral	edema	may	be	due	to	egress	of	CSF	
from the cisternal space into the brain parenchyma via the VR 
spaces [Figure 3]. In decompressive hemicraniectomy removal 
of bone helps to reduce intracerebral pressure but at the 
expense	of	external	cerebral	herniation	and	its	effect	on	CSF	
and on hemodynamic flow alteration [Figure 4]. Decompressive 
hemicraniectomy only brings the intracranial pressure to 
atmospheric pressure and it fails to deal with the intra‑brain 
pressure, which causes severe brain swelling [Figure 4] and 
herniation although the intracranial pressure is reduced. 
Cisternostomy opens the basal cisterns to atmospheric pressure 
and	causes	a	“back‑shift”	of	CSF	thru	the	VR	spaces,	thereby	
reducing the intra‑brain pressure [Figure 5].

The time taken for the entire cisternostomy from dural opening 
after the learning curve is about 10‑20 min depending on the 
case, the surgeon and the facilities. We do not do a lobectomy 
and if there is a surface hematoma with significant mass effect, 
we make a minimal cortical incision and ask the Anesthesiologist 
to assist in evacuation of the clot by a Valsalva maneuver. Bipolar 

Figure 6: The pre-operative computed tomography scan of a male patient brought to the emergency with a Glasgow Coma Scale of 8
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so	as	to	facilitate	the	drainage	of	CSF	from	the	cisterns	to	the	
subgaleal space where it could be absorbed and there is no 
need for a cisternal drain.

Further confirmations and the usage of other modalities like 
MR elastography[19] may be helpful proving the increased 
compliance of the brain after cisternostomy may be helpful in 
corroborating this study. We are also working on International 
Consulting Group,[20] laser speckled contrast imaging[21] to 
confirm	improved	blood	flow	after	the	cisternostomy.	Putting	
in an external ventricular drain to measure post‑operative 
ICP	 to	 confirm	 the	 role	 of	 cisternostomy	may	 be	 another	
step forward, albeit this being an invasive procedure. 

Figure 7: The post-operative scan after 2 weeks patient had a Glasgow Coma Scale of 15 with moderate cognitive deficit

Figure 8: (a) Immediately after the dural opening and evacuation of 
the acute subdural hematoma. The surgeon gets a window period of 
2-3 min of slightly lax brain before it starts swelling again. (b) In this 
“window” the surgeon should open the interoptic cistern. (c) The brain 
becomes lax sufficiently to expose and dissect the opticocarotid space 
and the lateral carotid space. (d) And through either of these spaces 
or both, the membrane of Lilliquist is sharply dissected to reach the 
interpeduncular and the prepontine cisterns

dc
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Graph 1: A total of 284 patients underwent decompressive 
hemicraniectomy, 272 of them underwent decompressive 
hemicraniectomy with cisternostomy and 476 of them underwent 
cisternostomy alone
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A	radionucleotide	scan	to	show	the	CSF	transfer	through	VR	
Spaces	would	also	be	helpful	in	corroboration	of	the	theory.

Decompressive hemicraniectomy was described by Kocher in 
1901… It is over 110 years. It was the workhorse of Trauma 
Neurosurgery until so far… it’s time to hand over the baton. 
However, we do agree that a lot work needs to be done before 
cisternostomy is accepted.

Conclusion

The best surgical treatment for severe TBI still so far has been 
decompressive hemicraniectomy. However, cisternostomy 
could replace decompressive for the same indications.
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